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Virtual Reality (VR) laboratories will have a significant impact on the accessibility, type, and safety of educational laboratory experiences. While VR has significant potential, the acceptance of VR laboratories by faculty and students is paramount for its incorporation into a traditional STEM-based curriculum. Current generation VR hardware allows for unprecedented immersive capability and provides significant flexibility in the type and safety of experiments. In addition, VR labs will improve access to high-quality experiments for institutions lacking experimental capacity as well as for many students with physical disabilities. Students are increasingly required to use computer-based systems, such as Blackboard, Canvas and other learning management software (LMS) to complete course requirements and have demonstrated proficiency with computer-based homework and assignments [1]. However, utilizing VR experiments for traditional lab requirements with current generation VR hardware is relatively novel to both the faculty and the students. This study evaluates the participant’s (the students) perceived effectiveness of performing VR labs using the HTC Vive VR hardware system.

Current generation VR hardware provide such a remarkable level of immersion and feeling of actual presence in the VR environment that the VR labs should be able to meet the objectives of undergraduate teaching labs. Typical objectives for STEM based labs reported in the literature include the following: allow students to better relate the theory to the physical phenomenon or practice [2]–[7]; provide students with skills in the investigation of research or design questions [6], [8], [9]; provide students access to current technology [8]–[10]; motivate students and encourage retention [4], [6]–[9]; promote new technology in the curriculum [10]; promote self-teaching and desire for lifelong learning [9]. It is generally accepted that lab experiences are necessary for many STEM disciplines such as engineering, chemistry, physics, and life sciences [11].

There is a strong motivation for adopting VR labs since state-of-the-art real-life labs are requiring an increasing variety of experimental topics. The essential need of experimental apparatus has led to an increased cost of lab equipment, maintenance, and technician support [12]–[15]. Feisel & Rosa [12] state “Department budgets are not always adequate to meet the needs of the modern instructional laboratory.” Many programs cannot provide in-depth education on many STEM topics due to a lack of experimental capability [16]. In addition, many lab experiences for students are closer to demonstrations, where the student performs very few exploratory actions. These labs are typically not as open ended and educative as they are believed to be [17], [18]. Labs using a “cookbook” approach [19], where students complete a series of predetermined activities has been contrasted with a more student-directed or inquiry-based approach[17], [20]. Inquiry encourages students to generate questions related to the content, to consider applications to real-life and to problem-solve in a more independent fashion.
After trying the VR lab, students have indicated that the VR environment would encourage experimentation since there would be no risk of equipment damage or personal injury. VR labs also permit a deeper understanding of the inner structure and physics of the experiments as well as the operation and interfaces of modern experimental equipment. Examples of using virtual environments to provide a deeper understanding of the inner workings of equipment can be seen in [22], [23].

VR labs, as used here, require the use of specialized hardware. The examples shown here have been developed for the HTC Vive, but can also be used with the Oculus Rift or other VR hardware. The HTC Vive and Oculus Rift are two competing commercial VR systems that were released in March and April of 2016 respectively. The Oculus Rift consists of a head-mounted display, shown in Figure 1a, with screens having 1080x1200 resolution per eye and incorporates headphones, gyroscopes, accelerometers, and a USB based stationary infrared sensor that tracks IR LEDs attached to the head mounted display [24], [25].

![Figure 1. a - Oculus Rift Head mounted display, b - Oculus touch controller, c - HTC Vive head mounted display, d - HTC Vive base station, e - HTC Vive controller wand (images compiled from http://oculus.com & http://vive.com/us)](image)

Rotational and positional movement of the user’s head is tracked, and the display is updated in real time to allow the user to freely look around the virtual environment. This system will track an area 5 ft. x 11 ft. but is designed predominantly for seated experiences. The HTC Vive uses a similar head-mounted display, shown in Figure 1c, but provides for even greater immersion in the environment through room-scale VR. The motion controllers, shown in Figure 1e, are wands that are held by the user and have track-pads, triggers, and buttons for the user to interact with the virtual environment. Room-scale VR allows the user to move around the virtual environment by walking and moving around the real environment (i.e. taking a step in real life moves the virtual avatar one step) and interact with virtual objects (picking up objects, flipping switches, pushing buttons, pulling triggers, ducking in real life will cause the virtual avatar to duck as well, etc.) The HTC Vive accomplishes room scale VR by using two linked base stations, shown in Figure 1d, that are mounted in a space as large as 15 ft. x 15 ft. Each base station sweeps horizontal and vertical lasers through the space which are used in conjunction with photodiodes mounted on objects, such as the controllers or the head mounted display, to accurately track the objects as they move through the space[26]. Combining the sensors and base stations results in superb object-positional tracking with latency in the range of 1ms, noise and
jitter less than 0.3mm, and positional accuracy within 1.5mm [27]. Existing VR games require significant precision and accuracy to provide the user with a realistic experience. Game players can perform realistic activities, such as juggling [28], basketball, darts, billiards, or archery that require precise velocity and position measurements of the user’s movements which are tracked in real time. Users of the HTC Vive commonly try to set items down on virtual tables, sit on virtual chairs or lean against virtual walls due to the level of immersion provided by the VR hardware. In addition, development of next-generation VR equipment is continuously underway, for example, new motion controllers that detect opening and closing of the user’s hand has already been demonstrated for the HTC Vive [29]. As next-generation hardware becomes available, the immersive quality of VR systems will only improve.

Two prototype VR experiments have been created and used in this study. Figure 2 shows a screenshot from a VR Resistor-Inductor–Capacitor (RLC) circuits lab required for first-year physics. This VR experiment allows a student to construct and evaluate an RLC circuit using virtual electrical components.

Figure 2. Screenshot of VRILE for investigating an RCL circuit. a) oscilloscope, b) decade resistance box, c) function generator, d) metal core for coil, e) coil, f) BNC, alligator and banana cables, g) HTC Vive Controller, h) capacitor on breadboard, i) hand replacement for controller.

Figure 3 shows a close up of the oscilloscope, capacitor, and function generator to provide an example of the detail viewable in the VR experience.

Figure 3. Close-up of oscilloscope panel, capacitor/breadboard, and function generator panel. Not to scale.

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the second prototype experiment. This experiment is used to investigate the tensile strength and stress-strain response of materials.
Each VR experiment performs a simulation of the physics required for the experiment. The simulation is deterministic but includes systematic and random error to make each VR experience a true digital experiment. In addition to the variability described above, the student’s inputs also affect the results as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Flowchart of a single digital experiment.

A focus group of predominantly junior and senior students in an engineering program at IUPUI was used to evaluate the perceived effectiveness of VR experiments. Each student was provided a fifteen to twenty-minute directed session with the VR experiments. The facilitator of the focus group (a real person, not a component of the VR environment) would give a brief verbal introduction to the HTC Vive headset and wands which included information on how to adjust the headset for comfort and a description of the buttons and touchpads on the wands. The first experiment the participant performed was the tensile-test experiment since it requires less
manipulation of objects and would allow the participant to acclimate to the VR environment. In addition, since the virtual machine controller was mapped to the HTC Vive wand, once the participant “grabbed” the machine controller in the VR environment, the motions to push the buttons on the virtual machine controller would result in pushing buttons on the wand so that there was a very similar tactile response between the virtual actions (pushing buttons on the machine controller in the virtual environment) and the real actions (pushing buttons on the HTC Vive wand). The participant was instructed by the facilitator on what steps to perform to complete the experiment. This is possible since the view in the head-mounted-display (participant’s view) is shown simultaneously on the computer’s monitor, therefore the facilitator could see exactly what the participant was viewing. This allowed the facilitator to give instructions such as “look a little more to your left” to the participant during the experiment. Below is a sample of the typical instructions a facilitator would give a participant:

“Do you see the machine controller on the right side of the machine? Walk over to it and pick it up by touching it and squeezing the grip button.”

“Try moving the pull-rod of the machine up and down using the machine controller. You can push the buttons on the controller. Now try closing and opening the top grip.”

“Grab the specimen and install it in the machine. Make sure the specimen is aligned with the axis of the machine.”

“Now that the specimen is installed in the machine, look at the monitor on your left. Go ahead and start the extension program using the touch-screen.”

The RLC circuit lab was the second experiment. This experiment required the participant to create a valid circuit using a resistor decade box, a capacitor mounted on a breadboard, a coil with a metal core, a function generator and an oscilloscope using a combination of BNC-to-BNC cables, BNC-to-banana adapters, banana-to-alligator cables, and alligator cables. The equipment behaved similarly to real equipment, i.e. after grabbing the end of an alligator cable, the participant would have to pull the trigger on the HTC Vive wand to open the jaws of the alligator clip, and then clip it on to a component. Since the only force feedback available to the participant is the vibration of the handheld wand, a visual feedback method was used to indicate when cables were in the correct positions to be connected to the components. This visual method consisted of highlighting the cable end when it was positioned correctly. This highlight method was also used for all of the cable types (BNC, alligator, and banana). All of the equipment requires the same manipulation as real equipment, i.e. turning on power, choosing channels, choosing waveforms, selecting frequencies and voltage outputs with knobs, choosing volts/div with knobs on the oscilloscope, choosing display channels on the oscilloscope, choosing between DC/GND/AC on the oscilloscope etc. After creating a valid circuit and adjusting the equipment correctly the appropriate waveform is displayed on the oscilloscope screen. As the values of the components are changed by adjusting the resistance using the decade box or sliding the core into the coil, the waveform changes in real time. In addition, the function generator and oscilloscope both have two channels so that phase angle shifts and voltage attenuation can be studied as the
circuit is altered by comparing the circuit output to the second channel output of the function generator.

After performing the virtual experiments, the participants were given a survey to evaluate the perceived effectiveness and their acceptance of using VR labs. The survey questions consisted of five Likert scale questions and three open-ended response questions. Table 1 shows the Likert questions and the results using the following scale: 5 – Strongly Agree, 4 – Agree, 3 – Neutral, 2 – Disagree, 1 – Strongly Disagree. In general, a strong positive response to the VR labs is a 5 and a strong negative response to the VR labs is a 1.

Table 1 Likert scale survey and results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I was comfortable wearing the Head Mounted Display</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The detail of the Virtual Reality Equipment was sufficient that I could recognize similar equipment in a real-life lab.</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The actions needed to perform the Virtual Reality lab was similar enough to a real-life lab such that I could perform a similar real-life lab</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Virtual Reality lab would encourage experimenting with the equipment</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I feel that a Virtual Reality lab would be an effective way to learn laboratory topics.</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen in Table 1, the participants in this study thought that VR experiments would be an effective way to learn laboratory topics and felt comfortable using the VR equipment to perform the experiments. The open-ended response questions focused on participant information, such as degree being pursued and year in school as well as what the participant perceived as the main advantages and disadvantages of virtual reality experiments as well as a request for additional suggestions for improvement. While the responses were varied the predominant advantages included: all equipment would be working and in good condition in the VR lab and that it would be possible to use the equipment without fear of breaking it. The predominant disadvantage was that there was no tactile feedback. The suggestions focused on controller improvement and making the environment more colorful. These results indicate that from the student’s perspective, the use of VR labs is feasible and would allow for freer investigation and inquiry by the student. All of which should improve attainment of lab objectives.

VR laboratories will have a significant impact on the accessibility, type, and safety of educational laboratory experiences. While VR has significant potential, the acceptance of VR laboratories by faculty and students is paramount for its use. The prototype VR experiments shown in Figure 2 and 4 demonstrate the required capability to recreate virtual versions of the majority of teaching laboratories in STEM fields, including manipulating objects, interacting with realistic virtual versions of real equipment, creating visual and audio feedback based on the
theoretical parameters and the student’s inputs as well as generating realistic data from the experiment. Incorporating VR labs into a traditional lab sequence will allow students to interact with equipment not available at the institution and allow students to shift into an inquiry-based investigation experimental techniques and practices safely. This first study into the effectiveness of VR experiments as perceived by the participants (students) has shown that utilizing VR labs in a traditional STEM curriculum is feasible and would be accepted by the students.
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